SecuSUITE® Makes the World a Safer Place to Roam

THE FUTURE OF SECURE COMMUNICATIONS

How SecuSUITE® Makes the World a Safer Place to Roam

State actors deploy fake cell sites
Competitors perpetrate man-in-the-middle attacks
Criminals exploit SS7 vulnerabilities

In a Dangerous World...

...You Never Know Who's Listening In...

...And Causing Real Damage...

Russia targets NATO smartphones
Fake cell sites used to secretly surveil mobile phones
Phone hackers intercept security codes, steal bank accounts

Organizations Are Fighting Back With SecuSUITE

BlackBerry's hyper-secure mobile application allows you to conduct safe, private voice and data communications using off-the-shelf devices, anywhere in the world

End-to-end network connects every user
No identity spoofing: all callers are positively identified

It's Trusted by Governments and Corporations Worldwide...

Indepedently tested
NIAP approved
Approved for use on U.S. government devices
Selected by NATO

And it's Simple to Use...

Dial pads and call logs
Outstanding voice quality
Cost-effective to operate
Easy, flexible implementations
Native iOS® and Android™ experience

SecuSUITE Empowers Global Travelers with Secure Communications...

Military staff
Government officials
International contractors
Corporate executives on the move

...And Works All the Ways You Do...

Secure mobile to secure mobile
Secure mobile to and from office phones
Secure mobile to any number*

*Most at risk part of call protected

It's Trusted by Governments and Corporations Worldwide...

...And It's Simple to Use...

It's Trusted by Governments and Corporations Worldwide...

...And Works All the Ways You Do...

Protecting You Wherever You Roam

Learn More

blackberry.com/secusuite
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